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18 MAY 2018, MOSCOW

The ACI Russia Congress took place on May 17, 2018 in the St.Regis Nikolskaya hotel which was attended by about 200 people. The ACI Russia General Meeting was held within the framework of the event. The Director of the Department for Countering Malpractice of the Central Bank of the Russian Federation, Valery Lyakh, made a speech. There were two panel discussions: "Will FX Global Code take root in Russia?" and "Actual problems of FX market development: recent trends and modern technologies."

For the next two years (2018-2020), ACI Russia President Sergey Romanchuk (Metallinvestbank) and ACI Russia Vice President Dmitry Piskulov (Moscow Stock Exchange), as well as ACI Russia Board members were elected to the governing bodies: Evgeny Alparov (Metallinvestbank), Vladimir Borisov (Absolutbank), Alexey Evdokimov (Alfa Bank), Evgeny Egorov (Bank Vesta), Victor Zhidkov (Bank Vesta), Konstantin Zryyanov (ACI Russia), Veronica Kapranova (Central Bank of the Russian Federation), Alexander Kirryanov (DTS), Vladimir Kozinets (Association of Corporate Treasurers), Alexander Markin (Globexbank), Dmitry Samusev (VTB), Andrey Skabelin (Moscow Stock Exchange), Andrey Sumin (Rosbank), Sergey Schepilov (Raiffeisenbank), Vladimir Yarovoy (Sberbank).

Valery Lyakh (Bank of Russia), Dmitry Hailo (Sberbank), Darryl Hooker (NEX EBS), Grigory Ivanov (NEX EBS), Igor Marich (Moscow Stock Exchange), Evgeny Rasskazov (Thomson Reuters) participated in the panel discussion.

The evening ended with a reception in the bar Mandarin Combustible.

The sponsors of the Congress were companies: NEX EBS, Thomson Reuters, Moscow Stock Exchange.